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i

The development of this curriculum resource is in direct response to increasing demand in the 
field for training materials that target specific applications of work-related skills. It has particular 
authenticity and value because of the process that preceded it. In 2005, Literacy Network 
Northeast (LNN) published comprehensive exit assessment demonstrations for ten different 
entry-level jobs. 

You can view these demonstrations on the NALD website at: http://library.nald.ca/search?q=
Connecting+to+Workplaces&collection=research&collection=learning, 

or on Demonstrations Ontario by AlphaPlus at: http://demonstrations.alphaplus.ca/simplesearch.
asp,

or at LNN’s website at www.nt.net/literacy.

These exit demonstrations are unique in that each one has been validated by a group of 
employers in that particular job field. Employers agreed that if they had a job applicant who 
had completed this demonstration successfully, they would most likely grant that person a job 
interview. This is a huge step forward in securing employer recognition of skills as opposed to 
the more common application criterion of a Grade 12 diploma. 

Following this success, in 2006 the National Literacy Secretariat provided funding for the next 
step - support curriculum for five validated exit demonstrations. LBS curricula are now available 
for the entry-level positions of Cashier, Nanny, Taxi Driver, Chambermaid or Housekeeping 
Staff, and Florist Assistant. These too can be found on LNN’s website. It is important to note 
that the curriculum for each position is written for the learner and at the LBS level required 
for success at each particular job (Cashier – L 3/4, Nanny – L 2/3, Taxi Driver – L 2/3, 
Chambermaid or Housekeeping Staff - L 2/3, and Florist Assistant - L 3). Tips and notes for the 
practitioner for each lesson along with an answer key for the learning activities are included. 

Following the completion of the exit demonstrations, the Ministry of Training, Colleges and 
Universities provided funding to complete the last step – support curriculum for the last five 
validated exit demonstrations. LBS curricula are now available for the entry-level positions 
of Fishing/Hunting Guide, Forestry Worker, Laundromat Operator, Pet Groomer and Security 
Guard. It is again important to note that the curriculum for each position is written for the learner 
and at the LBS level required for success at each particular job (Fishing/Hunting Guide – L 2/3, 
Forestry Worker – L 3, Laundromat Operator – L4, Pet Groomer – L 3/4 and Security Officer – 
L 2/3). Again, tips and notes for the practitioner for each lesson, along with an answer key for the 
learning activities, are included.

  

Preface
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ii

Following a true outcomes approach - working backwards from the desired outcome - 
each curriculum provides the training learners need in order to complete the job-specific 
demonstration successfully. Each curriculum has five chapters based on the five core skills that 
employers identified as essential to the job, with applications and learning activities for each 
skill. To see the skills required for a particular entry-level position, check the Security Officer 
Profile included in this resource. 

It is interesting to see the degree of overlap in Essential Skills demanding the same level of 
complexity and competency. This overlap provides added value for practitioners and learners in 
two ways: 

1)   Practitioners can work with learners using different curriculum resources at the same time.  
      For example, practitioners can teach core skills to everyone in a group and provide learning    
      activities which are specific to individual interests. 

2)   Practitioners can use these resources as models for teaching core skills required in other 
      entry-level jobs. Based on primary and secondary research for each position, the curriculum 

•   builds on Service Canada’s Essential Skills and Essential Skills Profiles
•   uses authentic workplace documents and real-to-life stories
•   illustrates the transferability of each skill
•   offers rigorous learning activities that are inventive and engaging
•   provides opportunities for learner self-reflection, self-assessment and discussion

To ensure consistency, the five writers and the project coordinator kept in close contact 
throughout the writing phase, reading each other’s work and making suggestions. An additional 
team of five reviewers also read the manuscripts and offered feedback, and learners who piloted 
each resource gave their views on the value, usability and enjoyment of the resources. Finally, 
a number of individual employers added their high approval rating to these materials. As a 
result, LNN is very proud to offer these quality resources to the field and is confident in highly 
recommending these materials to adult learners in Ontario.
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Security Officer Profile
Participating employers ranked these Essential Skills in order of importance. This order may 
change according to each individual company or employer. The Connecting To Workplaces 
Project focused on the identified top five skills. Take note that what is of importance to 
employers may extend beyond the skills, abilities or knowledge LBS programs can provide and 
may require partnering with other programs.

NOTE: Employer did not indicate order of importance of main skill sets (i.e., Time management, 
Additional Skills, Reading Skills, etc.) so skills are listed in the order they appear on the survey 
only.

“Security Officer Profile” continues on next page 

HRSDC
Essential 
Skills

Most
Important

 Important

Most
Important 

Time 
Management

Take
responsibility 
for work

Maintain 
attendance

Work
independently

Deal with 
stress,
conflict 

Take initiative

Writing Skills 
Make
journals, 
keep logs 

Complete 
simple forms 

Keep records 

Write
messages,
reports,
memos

Work with 
technology 

Math Skills 
Multiply and 
divide

Work with 
calculators 

Verify
calculations 

Measure
liquids, 
pressures

Work with 
technology 

Reading Skills 
Read health 
and safety 
guidelines 

Read, follow 
instructions, 
directions 

Read notes, 
messages,
notices

Read
property
policies 

Read
company
policies, 
regulations

Important 
Additional
Skills 

Practise good 
hygiene

Respect
ethnic, 
cultural
diversity 

Use
appropriate
vocabulary, 
language, 
tone

Listen, 
understand 
information 

Be friendly, 
helpful, 
efficient 

Within LBS - mandated reading, writing and numeracy skills  
Within LBS - mandated speaking and listening skills  
Within LBS - mandated problem solving, teamwork, and critical thinking 
Outside of LBS mandate, but possible with partnership 

NOTE: Employer did not indicate order of importance of main skill sets (i.e., Time management, 
Additional Skills, Reading Skills, etc.) so skills are listed in the order they appear on the survey 
only. 

“Security Officer Profile” continues on next page
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“Security Officer Profile”begins on previous page

Security Officer Profile
More Workplace Information Collected from Participating Employers

Methods of training most often used to train employees 
(In order of importance)

1.   Job Shadowing  
2.   Video  
3.   Audio  
4.   Computer-Based
   
Requirements most employers look for:

1.   WHMIS   5.   Police Check
2.   Grade 12   6.   Bondable
3.   First Aid   7.   Clean Driving Record
4.   CPR   8.   Own Transportation

Courses employers most often provide to employees:

1.   WHMIS
2.   First Aid
3.   CPR

Number of employers who stated they would hire applicants who do not have a grade 12 
equivalent:

Yes – 1 employer  No – 0 

Number of employers who would consider applicants who could demonstrate or submit 
their demonstration results:

Yes – 1 employer  No – 0 employers 

Employers also base their hiring decisions on:

Experience, quality of application, frequency of job changing, flexibility, personality and 
personal appearance, age, weekend availability, communication skills, friendliness 



Security Officer
Training 

Curriculum

Danny
Security Officer 

Trainee

Security Officer
John (Mentor)
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Introduction

Preface to the Instructor
This curriculum is intended to teach learners about the job of Security Officer. In this 
introduction, there is some information about the Essential Skills and LBS requirements for 
becoming a Security Officer. There is an article that explains what a Security Officer does. Five 
chapters follow. In each, there are activities that will help learners develop the Literacy and Basic 
Skills and the Essential Skills needed to be a candidate for employment as a Security Officer. 
A practice demonstration is provided as well as a listing of resources. Each chapter presents 
detailed instructions for instructors and learners. 

Note on Format 
Each chapter of this Security Officer training resource is set up in the same format. The 
repetition is deliberate. The job of Security Officer relies on repetition and uniformity of tasks, 
forms, routines, procedures, and so on. To model this repetition, each chapter is presented using 
the same format.

Preface to the Learner
In these learning materials, you will find out about Security Officers. You will learn what 
Security Officers do on the job, and you will get a chance to practise the skills they need. 
When you are finished the five chapters and finish the practice demonstration, you will do a 
Demonstration that will assess your skills. 
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Connection to Industry Requirements
The intent of this demonstration is to show an employer that a student has become familiar with 
some of the specific requirements of being a Security Officer and has transferable skills that are 
directly related to the field. Transferable skills include:

•   An understanding of terms used by Security Officers
•   Familiarity with some of the forms
•   An understanding of some of the job responsibilities
•   An ability to follow written instructions
•   An ability to follow complex verbal instructions
•   An ability to pay attention to detail
•   An ability to follow procedures

In addition, the demonstration also addresses many of the specific job duties and responsibilities 
of a Security Officer. The check marks indicate which job duties are addressed in the 
demonstration.

       Perform site patrols
       Respond to emergency situations
       Identify, assist and give clearance to entering persons
       Monitor electric gates, doors and security systems
       Maintain logs and incident reports
       Handle lost and found items
       Respond to fire and security alarms
       Direct visitors to specific areas
       Perform security checks when needed
       Control access to places
       Follow written instructions on forms
       Take initiative and make quick decisions
       Pay attention to detail in specific settings

Successful completion of the demonstration indicates that a student has a strong 
understanding of industry requirements and an aptitude for the job.
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Although this demonstration will help a student to prepare for work as a Security Officer, the 
industry also has some specific hiring requirements that instructors may be able to help students 
obtain. These requirements are certification in First Aid and CPR, WHMIS training, and training 
in the use of a portable fire extinguisher. These requirements will require proof of training, 
usually a certificate that is issued by an independent trainer. Written below is some information 
to help students (and their instructors) obtain specific training and certifications.

First Aid/CPR
•   Contact St. John Ambulance to arrange for private and group training.
•   An instructor can be brought into a program to train a minimum of 16 people for a   
    significantly lower price than an individual would pay if he/she registered alone.
•   Although St. John Ambulance will supply a course book, a student may need additional  
    preparation and support. The Ottawa-Carleton Catholic School Board has produced a   
    preparatory First Aid book for ESL and Literacy students. For more information about this  
    resource, call (613) 224-2281.

WHMIS Education and Training
This is usually the responsibility of the employer, but some employers may want proof of 
an individual’s WHMIS knowledge (actual training in the use of hazardous materials is site 
specific).

•   Download WHMIS at Work at 
    http://www.worksafebc.com/publications/Health_and_Safety_
    Information/by_topic/assets/pdf/whmis.pdf

•   Sample WHMIS test at http://www.cariboo.bc.ca/hsafety/whmis/whmistest.html

Portable Fire Extinguisher Training
•   Contact your local fire department to arrange for training.
•   Download a training booklet at http://www.iapa.ca/pdf/FreeDownloads8-fireext.pdf.
 

Introduction
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What is a Security Officer?

This Security Officer guards a construction site.

According to the National Occupational 
Classification codes, workers in this unit 
group perform some or all of the following 
duties: 
www.jobfutures.ca/noc/6651.shtml

•   Control access to establishments, issue   
    passes and direct visitors to appropriate   
    areas 

•   Attend to persons with special needs 

•   Patrol assigned areas, on foot or in vehicles, to guard 
    against theft, shoplifting, vandalism and fire 

•   Ensure safety of children crossing roads 

•   Check age identification of patrons
 
•   Enforce regulations of an establishment to maintain order and resolve conflicts 

•   Operate security control-room equipment to monitor establishment activities 

•   Perform security checks of passengers and luggage at airports 

•   Drive and guard armoured trucks and deliver cash and valuables to banks, automated teller   
    machines and retail establishments 

•   Ensure that establishment safety and emergency procedures are followed

•   Respond to fire alarms, bomb threats and other emergencies
 
•   Follow radio and emergency telephone procedures

Introduction
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What “Other” Skills You May Need
•   Some secondary school education is usually required. 

•   Armoured car drivers require a driver’s licence. 

•   Training is provided for airport Security Officers and establishment-specific training may be  
     provided for other security occupations in this unit group. 

•   Security Officers carrying firearms require a licence.

www.hrsdc.gc.ca/en/hrp/sp/industry_profiles/investigation_security_services.shtml

Licensing
In Canada, private security falls under the jurisdiction of Canada’s ten provinces. The laws 
in all provinces require that contract security companies and their employees be licensed. 
The requirements for licensing vary, but many provinces require that Security Officers either 
successfully complete a training program before being issued a licence or have previous 
experience as a peace officer (i.e., a police officer). 
www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Security_guard

Trends in Training
The issue of Security Officer training has been the subject of hot debate for some time. 
Importantly, the Act and Regulations make no mention of basic training or of the specific 
qualifications that future officers should have. Officers’ training requirements are, in fact, at the 
employer’s discretion. There is unanimous agreement that the introduction of minimum training 
standards could only improve the quality of private security services.
 

Introduction
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Essential Skills

Essential Skills are knowledge and abilities that are found in many kinds of jobs. 

You will be working on Essential Skills in this chapter and throughout this book. The Essential 
Skills you will work on are ones that are needed to do the job of Security Officer. In this chapter, 
you will focus on these specific Essential Skills:

►   Planning and Organizing
►   Problem Solving
►   Decision Making
►   Memory 
►   Finding Information 

In this chapter, you will learn about how these Essential Skills contribute to becoming a Security 
Officer. These Essential Skills will be discussed throughout the activities that are presented in 
this chapter. 

        Chapter 1

Learning Outcomes
In this curriculum, you will identify and practise some of the Essential Skills needed to 
function effectively as a Security Officer. These Essential Skills specifically include planning 
and organizing (time management); writing; numeracy; document use (reading); and oral 
communication. Other Essential Skills, such as problem solving, decision making, memory, and 
finding information, are also woven throughout the curriculum. 
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LBS LEVEL 2/3:  Hunting/Fishing Guide     Chapter 1

        Chapter 1

Introduction

Warm-Up: Prepare for Learning

Training mentor John helps trainee Danny prepare for 
learning. Danny is writing down any words that he doesn’t 
know from the Security Officer forms they’re studying. 
Danny will look the words up in a dictionary before they 
begin. 

You will start out with a Warm-Up exercise. This warm-up 
activity will help you make the transition from student to 
trainee. As a student, you are learning many skills such as 
reading, writing, and numeracy. As a trainee, you are not just 
learning these skills; you are using these skills. The warm-up 
exercise will let you practise your reading and writing skills 
before you begin the activities about time management. You 
will be directed to read through the entire chapter. You will 
write down any words you are not sure about. You will look 
up the words in a dictionary so you are clear about them 
before you begin the activities. Looking up words is a useful 
skill that you can use anywhere, especially on a job. You 
might want to get into the habit of keeping a dictionary at 
your workplace to look up words you don’t know. A small 
electronic dictionary is also a good choice for a Security 
Officer. 

 

John (Mentor)

Danny (Trainee)
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LBS LEVEL 2/3:  Hunting/Fishing Guide     Chapter 1

        Chapter 1

Read
You will read a brief story called “Security Officer Situation 1”.
This story is about Danny and John. Danny is a Security Officer trainee. John is a veteran 
Security Officer. John is acting as Danny’s training mentor. Danny is job shadowing John to 
learn some of the skills needed to become a Security Officer. This story will explain why you 
will be working on specific skills in this chapter. The story explains which Time Management 
skills are important to develop to become a Security Officer. 

Definitions
trainee someone learning how to do a job or task

mentor someone with experience who helps a trainee to learn about the skills that the  
  mentor already knows

job shadow a trainee follows (or shadows) a training mentor around on the job to learn about  
  the skills and tasks of the job

Danny
Mentor

John
Training Mentor
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Learn and Practise
You will do activities for each of the three skill areas.

Activity 1-1: Maintain Attendance
Activity 1-2: Work Independently
Activity 1-3: Take Initiative

Discuss and Understand
 

You will get a chance to practise some speaking 
and listening skills in the section called Discussion 
(Understand Information). A discussion topic is provided 
in this section. You will practise talking about the 
discussion topic with your instructor/tutor. Listening and 
understanding information are very important skills for 
Security Officers and for many other kinds of jobs.

Self-Evaluate
 

You will review what you have learned using a 
Self-Evaluation Checklist.

 

        Chapter 1
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Warm-Up: Prepare for Learning
 
 

Read and Understand
►   Read through all the instructions and activities in this   
       chapter. 

Vocabulary Check 
►   Underline or highlight any words you do not know in this  
       chapter. 

►    Use the form to make a list of these words. 

►    Work on vocabulary (using a dictionary to find definitions). Check your definitions with  
        your tutor/instructor.

►    Use the form to write a clear definition that you understand for the words you do not know. 

Warm-Up: Prepare for Learning 

Read and understand

Read through all the instructions 
and activities in this chapter.

 Vocabulary check 

Underline or highlight any words 
you do not know in this chapter.

Use the form to make a list of 
these words.

Work on vocabulary (using a 
dictionary to find definitions). 
Check your definitions with your 
tutor/instructor. 

Use the form to write a clear 
definition that you understand for 
the words you do not know.
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Vocabulary Check 

Print off and keep this log for use in the next chapters.

        Chapter 1

Copy unknown words
from the chapter in 
this column.

Write the definition of the words in this column.
Make sure you understand the definition and can put it in your 
own words. 
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Chapter One Reading: Security Officer Situation 1

Danny wants to become a Security Officer. He has been accepted into a 
program as a trainee Security Officer. John is Danny’s supervisor. John has 
been a Security Officer for 15 years. He will be Danny’s mentor. John will 
teach Danny the things he needs to learn about being a Security Officer. 
Danny will be job shadowing John. Danny will follow John around on the job. 
He will learn by observing and talking with John about the duties of a Security 
Officer.

John tells Danny, “One of the most important skills for Security Officers is Time Management. 
You will practise Essential Skills by learning about Time Management in this chapter. You will 
learn how to improve your Time Management skills by applying them in three areas: Maintain 
Attendance, Work Independently and Take Initiative.” 

John says, “Maintaining attendance is important for a Security Officer. Recording your time 
on the job is critical not just to get paid. It’s critical because you have to present evidence if 
something goes wrong (fire, break-in, theft, etc.). So you must be able to record your time and 
activities accurately to show that you were in the right place doing the right task at the right time. 

 
Security Officer trainee, 
Danny (left), and veteran
Security Officer and 
training mentor, John

Working independently is important for a Security Officer. 
You will be working on your own most of the time on this 
job. You must be able to finish the tasks you are assigned to 
do. This requires that you manage your time on your own. 
No one will be telling you exactly when to do every task. 
You must figure out on your own how to schedule your time 
so that everything gets done.

Taking Initiative is also important for a Security Officer. 
Taking initiative means being able to solve problems on 
the job without having to ask someone else what to do. It 
means being able to see situations at work as problems to 
be solved and then solving them effectively. Sometimes 
there will be situations where you will not have enough 
time to do every task. You will have to take initiative on 
your own and figure out what is most important to do. You 
will develop the ability to deal with competing duties on the 
job by taking initiative in Time Management.” 
“Ready?” John asks.
“Let’s go!” replies Danny. 
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Comprehension Review
 
Do you understand what you have read?
(Answers are found at the end of this chapter.)

1)  What is a trainee?

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

2)  What is job shadowing?

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

3)  What are the three areas of time management that Danny will learn about?

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Activity 1-1 Maintain Attendance

1-1
Instructions
You need to know how to record time as a Security Officer. One record that needs to be kept is 
attendance. Below is a log of hours worked for a two-week period. You have to transfer these 
notes to the attendance form on the next page. The workweek is based on working 40 hours per 
week. The 40 hours do not include lunch. 

Date Time tracking 

Mon. May 1 7am clock in - 1-2 lunch - 8 pm clock out - overtime 4 hours 

Tues. May 2 7am clock in - 12-1 lunch - 4 pm clock out 

Wed. May 3 7am clock in - 11-12 lunch - 4 pm clock out 

Thurs. May 4 7am clock in - 12-1 lunch - 4 pm clock out 

Fri. May 5 7am clock in - 12-1 lunch - 4 pm clock out 

Mon. May 8 7am clock in - 12:30-1:30 lunch - 4 pm clock out 

Tues. May 9 7am clock in - 12-1 lunch - 8 pm clock out - overtime 4 hours 

Wed. May 10 7am clock in - 12-1 lunch - 4 pm clock out 

Thurs. May 11 7am clock in - 11:30-12:30 lunch - 4 pm clock out 

Fri. May 12 7am clock in - 1-2 lunch - 4 pm clock out 
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1-1

Weekly Time Record for the two-week period (write in the dates below) 

Week 1: 

Week 2: 

Name:

Day Time arrived Lunch Time finished Overtime hours 

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday  

Friday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday 

Friday

Do not include breaks 
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Activity 1-2 Work Independently

1-2
Instructions
It is important to be able to schedule your time as a Security Officer. To practise scheduling time, 
you will make a schedule for things you do at home. Read the list of tasks to do at home that is 
presented. Use the Home Task Scheduler form to list the tasks to do, the order you need to do 
them in, and a time period that it will take to do them. For this activity, you will pretend that you 
get up at 6 am and go to bed at 10 pm. All of the tasks have to get done in between these times. 
You can schedule the tasks in any order that makes sense to you. (More than one task can be 
recorded in a one-hour time slot.)

Tasks to do at home

►   laundry
►   shopping for food
►   cooking
►   kids showering and getting dressed
►   grooming, feeding, cleaning up after pets
►   showering and personal grooming
►   errands (pick up prescriptions)
►   outdoor chores (cut the grass, rake the clippings)
►   cleaning the house
►   breakfast
►   lunch
►   dinner
►   car maintenance (fill up with gas, check oil)
►   socializing with family or friends
►   playing with kids
►   watching the news on t.v.
►   attend one-hour neighbourhood safety meeting
►   telephone your mother 
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1-2 Home Task Scheduler 
Time Task 

6 am 

7 am 

8 am 

9 am 

10 am 

11 am 

12 noon

1 pm 

2 pm 

3 pm 

4 pm 

5 pm 

6 pm 

7 pm 

8 pm 

9 pm 

10 pm 

        Chapter 1
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Activity 1-3  Transfer Work Tasks

Instructions
On the next page is a list of work tasks that would be performed by a Security Officer. Each of 
these tasks has a length of time assigned to it. This is the time it would take to do the task. You 
have to read through the job tasks, and then decide in what order they would be done. Record the 
work tasks in their order using the chart on the page following the task list. Finally, transfer your 
ordered work task list to the form called Security Officer Work Task Scheduler. This will allow 
you to practise working independently. No one will be telling you how to organize your work 
tasks. You will have to figure out for yourself how to put them in order so they get done. This is 
called prioritizing and is a very important part of time management. 

Note that the time periods given to each task are not necessarily going to be the same in every 
situation you might encounter. For this activity, use the times provided, but be aware that some 
of the tasks may take less time and some may take more. 
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Work tasks to be done

        Chapter 1

►   communicate with delivery personnel or with plumbers,  
       electricians or other trades people and contractors who   
       service the building (30 min)

►   exchange information with incoming staff during the   
       shift change (30 min)

►   maintain daily logs and incident reports (60 min)

►   monitor electric gates, doors and security systems   
       from Security Booth security camera: 2 shifts morning   
       and afternoon (60 min)

►   perform 2 site patrols (60 min each)

►   read a daily log to learn about events which occurred on  
            

►   review log books to prepare reports to supervisors (30 min) 
   
►   talk to members of the public while on the job (30 min)

   the previous shift (30 min) 
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1-3

1.   exchange information with incoming staff during the shift change (30 min)

2.______________________________________________________________________

3.______________________________________________________________________

4.______________________________________________________________________

5.______________________________________________________________________

6.______________________________________________________________________

7.______________________________________________________________________

8.______________________________________________________________________

9.______________________________________________________________________

Make a list of work tasks in order.
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1-3
Transfer work tasks into this scheduler.

1-3

Transfer work tasks into this scheduler. 

Security Officer Work Task Scheduler 

Time Task

Shift start: 7 am 
7 am - 8 am 

8 am - 9 am 

9 am - 10 am 

10 am - 11 am 

11 am - 12 noon 

12 noon - 1 pm 

1 pm - 2 pm 

2 pm - 3 pm 

3 pm - 4 pm 
Shift end: 4 pm 
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Activity 1- 4  Take Initiative

1- 4
Instructions
This activity is similar to the last one. The difference is that this time, there are more job tasks 
than there are hours for the shift. You won’t have time to do all of the tasks. You must determine 
which ones are the most important. 

Take Initiative: Solve a time management problem
This activity asks you to solve a problem on your own. You are presented with a list of job tasks. 
You are asked to prioritize and schedule them into your shift. There are too many tasks to fit into 
the shift. You are asked to figure out which tasks are more important and put those ones into the 
schedule. You should ask yourself two important questions before you begin:

►   How do I decide which tasks to put in?
►   How do I decide which tasks not to include?

There is no correct list of tasks; however, there is a correct way to solve the problem. This is not 
a trick question! The correct way to solve the problem is by taking initiative. Taking initiative 
means that your decisions are logical and efficient. It means that your decisions are clear to 
other people. Your decisions result in the most important tasks getting done. You should be 
able to clearly explain to your instructor/tutor what will happen with the other tasks that you 
could not fit in. If your decisions make sense and ensure the important work gets done, then 
you have demonstrated that you know how to take initiative and solve problems involving time 
management. 
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1-4

Work tasks to be done

►   communicate with delivery personnel or with plumbers, electricians or other    
       tradespeople and contractors who service the building (30 min)

►   exchange information with incoming staff during the shift change (30 min)

►   locate phone numbers of tradespersons and contractors by looking in a phone    
       directory or listing (30 min)

►   locate security and repair procedures by looking in a variety of manuals (30 min)

►   maintain daily logs and incident reports (60 min)

►   monitor electric gates, doors and security systems from Security Booth security   
       camera: two shifts morning and afternoon (60 min)

►   perform two site patrols (60 min each)

►   read a daily log to learn about events which occurred on the previous shift (30 min)

►   read information sheets indicating which doors must be checked during night patrol   
      (30 min)

►   review log books to prepare reports to supervisors (30 min)

►   talk to members of the public while on the job (30 min)
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1-4
Make a list of work tasks in order.

1.   exchange information with incoming staff during the shift change (30 min)

2.____________________________________________________________________________

3.____________________________________________________________________________

4.____________________________________________________________________________

5.____________________________________________________________________________

6.____________________________________________________________________________

7.____________________________________________________________________________

8.____________________________________________________________________________

9.____________________________________________________________________________
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 1-4 1-4 

Transfer work tasks into this scheduler. 

Security Officer Work Task Scheduler 

Time Task

Shift start: 7 am 
7 am - 8 am 

8 am - 9 am 

9 am - 10 am 

10 am - 11 am 

11 am - 12 noon 

12 noon - 1 pm 

1 pm - 2 pm 

2 pm - 3 pm 

3 pm - 4 pm 
Shift end: 4 pm 

Transfer work tasks into this scheduler.
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 Discussion (Understand Information)

 

One of the most important Essential Skills for Security 
Officers is Oral Communication. You will practise 
oral communication by first reading an article about 
Security Officers. Then you will discuss what you 
have read by using some questions about the reading 
that follows. 

Another important Essential Skill is Significant Use 
of Memory. You need to have a good memory to be 
an effective Security Officer. You have to remember 
many things that have happened on the job. To 
practise this skill, you will be asked to answer some 

questions about what you have learned in this chapter. You will discuss your answers with 
your instructor/tutor. This practice will help you to develop your memory and will let your 
instructor/tutor see how well you can explain what you have learned. You will be practising oral 
communication as well as memory skills. 
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Reading

Read this document from the Ontario Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Service. 
The Ministry oversees the Security Guards of Ontario through the Private Investigators and 
Security Guards Act. The reading presents some rules about uniforms. After you have read the 
document, prepare to discuss it with your instructor/tutor. Note:  Although this reading refers to 
“Security Guards”, the title we are using for consistency purposes is “Security Officer” as this 
is also the title of the Exit Demonstration you will work on after completing this curriculum.

Uniforms
•   shall identify the licensee’s employer;

•   shall at all times while on duty display on the chest area of the external garment being          
    worn, the words ‘Security Guard’ (not Security Officer) in clearly legible letters not 
    less than three- eighths of an inch (1 cm) in height;

•   shall ensure that the words Security Guard contrast against the external garment worn   
    by the Security Guard;

•   shall conform to the requirements of the Minister

Registrar’s note re: Uniforms

Every Security Guard shall wear the uniform of his/her employer regardless of whether 
that individual has been contracted to another business to provide guarding services to that 
business.

The Security Guard patch worn on a shirt under a blazer or jacket is not ‘displayed’ as 
required by the Act. The required patch shall be displayed on the external garment of the 
uniform so as to be visible to the public at all times.
 

Private Investigators and Security Guards Act
Guidelines to Licensing and Renewal Procedures 
Selected Provisions of the Private Investigators and Security Guards Act
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Understanding what you are reading and what you are learning

Here are some questions to discuss with your instructor/tutor. 

►   Why do you think there are dress code rules for Security Officers?

►   Why do you think Time Management is important for the job of Security Officer?

►   Why is it important to be able to maintain attendance on the job?

►   Why is it important to be able to work independently as an Security Officer?

►   What does taking initiative mean in terms of managing time as a Security Officer?

        Chapter 1
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Self-Evaluation Checklist

 

The Self-Evaluation Checklist will help you identify 
the transferable skills you have learned in this chapter. 
Transferable skills are skills that can be used in many 
situations: home, work, school, and so on. Below is a list 
of some of the transferable skills that you learned in this 
chapter. Read through them and ask your instructor/tutor 
to help explain any skills that are not clear. You will be 
asked to identify where you demonstrated each of these 
transferable skills in the activities you just did. You will 
record your answers on the chart on the next page. On 
the page after that, you will use the second chart to write 
down examples of other situations in your everyday life 
where you have used these transferable skills. Examples 
are given to get you started on the second chart. 

Transferable Skills Learned in this Chapter

•   understanding terms used by Security Officers
•   familiarity with some of the forms
•   understanding of some of the job responsibilities
•   ability to follow written instructions
•   ability to follow complex verbal instructions
•   ability to pay attention to detail
•   ability to follow procedures

        Chapter 1
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Self-Evaluation Checklist Self-Evaluation Checklist

Transferable
Skills  
(skills learned 
in this 
chapter)

I can demonstrate that I know this skill 
(describe how by giving some examples from 
the work you did in this chapter) 

I need more
practice with this skill 
(instructor/tutor 
should advise how) 

understanding
terms used by 
Security
Officers 

familiarity with 
some of the 
forms

understanding
of some of  
the job
responsibilities

ability to 
follow written 
instructions 

ability to 
follow complex 
verbal
instructions

ability to pay 
attention to 
detail

ability to 
follow 
procedures
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Transferable Skills Checklist
Transferable Skills Checklist

Transferable
Skills  

Write down situations from your life where you would use these 
transferable skills. An example is given for each. Try to come up with 
two more for each. If you need to, ask your instructor/tutor to help you 
find examples. 

understanding
terms used by 
Security
Officers 

- I use this skill when I am talking to the security staff at my building. 

familiarity with 
some of the 
forms

- I use this skill when I report a broken fire alarm at my building. I 
have to complete a special form and return it to the Property Office. 

understanding
of some of  
the job
responsibili-
ties

- I use this skill when I tell my kids what they can ask the security 
staff to help them with in our building.  

ability to 
follow written 
instructions

- I use this skill when I am setting up a new DVD player. 

ability to 
follow complex 
verbal
instructions

- I use this skill when I am talking to my son’s teacher about how to 
help my son with his homework. 
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ability to pay 
attention to 
detail

- I use this skill when I am talking to my bank manager about getting 
a loan for a car. 

ability to 
follow 
procedures

- I use this skill when I am cooking a meal that has a written recipe. 

Transferable Skills Checklist (continued)

Write down situations from your life where you use these 
transferable skills. An example is given for each. Try to come up 
with two or more for each. If you need to, ask your instructor/tutor 
to help you find examples.

Transferable 
Skills
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Instructor’s Notes and Answer Key to 
Chapter One

Instructor’s Notes
Instructors/tutors: Most of the activities in this chapter are 
self-explanatory. It is a good idea to review all the materials before presenting them to learners. 
In most activities, questions are open-ended, meaning that they do not have a “yes/no” or “right/
wrong” response. They are meant to elicit interpretations by the learner of what has been learned. 
Thus, instructors must use their own judgement in how they respond to the answers provided by 
the learner. 

Criteria to use: 

►   Are the answers actually addressing the questions? 
►   Are the answers thorough enough?
►   Has the learner left out any important concepts or ideas? 
►   Has the learner used too much or too little detail? 
►   Instructors/tutors should create their own criteria based on the material presented and their  
       understanding of what is expected of the learner. 
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Answer Key to Chapter One

Comprehension Review Answers
1)    What is a trainee?

       A trainee is someone who is learning how to do a job or a course of study. 

2)    What is job shadowing?

       Job shadowing is following an experienced worker on his/her job to learn by watching how  
       to do the job. 

3)    What are the three areas of time management that Danny will learn about?

       Maintain Attendance, Work Independently, Take Initiative

 

        Chapter 1
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Activity 1-1

Weekly Time Record for the two-week period (write in the dates below) 

Week 1: 

Week 2: 

Name:

Day Time arrived Lunch Time
finished 

Overtime hours 

Monday 7 am 1-2 8 pm 4 

Tuesday 7 am 12-1 4 pm  

Wednesday 7am 11-12 4 pm  

Thursday 7 am 12-1 4 pm  

Friday 7 am 12-1 4 pm  

Monday 7 am 12:30-1:30 4 pm 

Tuesday 7 am 12-1 8 pm 4 

Wednesday 7 am 12-1 4 pm 

Thursday 7 am 11:30-12:30 4 pm 

Friday 7 am 1-2 4 pm 

Do not include breaks 
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Activity 1-2 
Make a list of work tasks in order. Answers may vary. Possible answers include:
Activity 1-2 Make a list of work tasks in order. Answers may vary. Possible 
answers include: 

1-2 Home Task Scheduler 

Time Task 

6 am 
Showering and personal grooming 

7 am Kids showering and getting dressed 

8 am Breakfast 

9 am 

10 am 

11 am 

12 noon

1 pm 

2 pm 

3 pm 

4 pm 

5 pm 

6 pm 

7 pm 

8 pm 

9 pm 

10 pm 
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Activity 1-3 
Make a list of work tasks in order. Answers may vary but there should be some logic in the 
learner’s order of activities.

1.    exchange information with incoming staff during the shift change (30 min)

2.    read a daily log to learn about events that occurred on the previous shift (30 min)

3.    review log books to prepare reports to supervisors (30 min)

4.____________________________________________________________________________

5.____________________________________________________________________________

6.____________________________________________________________________________

7.____________________________________________________________________________

8.____________________________________________________________________________

9.____________________________________________________________________________
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Activity 1-3 
Transfer work tasks into this scheduler. Answers may vary as on previous page.

Security Officer Work Task Scheduler 

Time Task

Shift start: 7 am 
7 am - 8 am 

exchange information with incoming staff during the shift 
change

read a daily log to learn about events which occurred on the 
previous shift 

8 am - 9 am review log books to prepare reports to supervisors 

9 am - 10 am 

10 am - 11 am 

11 am - 12 noon 

12 noon - 1 pm 

1 pm - 2 pm 

2 pm - 3 pm 

3 pm - 4 pm 
Shift end: 4 pm 



Chapter Two

Writing Skills
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Learning Outcomes

In this curriculum, you will identify and practise some of the Essential Skills needed to function 
effectively as a Security Officer. These Essential Skills specifically include planning and 
organizing (time management); writing; numeracy; document use; and oral communication. 
Other Essential Skills, such as problem solving, decision making, memory, and finding 
information, are also woven throughout the curriculum. 
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Introduction

Warm-Up: Prepare for Learning
 

You will start out with a Warm-Up exercise. 

Read
You will read a brief story called “Security Officer Situation 2”.

Learn and Practise
You will do activities for each of the three skill areas.

Activity 2-1:   Keep Journals
Activity 2-2:   Keep Logs
Activity 2-3:   Complete Forms
Activity 2-4:   Write Messages, Reports, Memos

Danny
Mentor

John
Training Mentor
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Discuss and Understand
 
You will get a chance to practise some speaking 
and listening skills in the section called Discussion 
(Understand Information). A discussion topic is 
provided in this section. You will practise talking about 
the discussion topic with your instructor/tutor. 

Self-Evaluate
 

You will review what you have learned using a Self-Evaluation Checklist.
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Warm-Up: Prepare for Learning
 

 
Read and Understand
►   Read through all the instructions and activities in this   
       chapter. 

Vocabulary Check 
►   Underline or highlight any words you do not know in this chapter. 

►   Use the form to make a list of these words. 

►   Work on vocabulary (using a dictionary to find definitions). Check your definitions with  
       your tutor/instructor.

►   Use the form to write a clear definition that you understand for the words you do not know. 

 

Warm-Up: Prepare for Learning 

Read and understand

Read through all the instructions 
and activities in this chapter.

 Vocabulary check 

Underline or highlight any words 
you do not know in this chapter.

Use the form to make a list of 
these words.

Work on vocabulary (using a 
dictionary to find definitions). 
Check your definitions with your 
tutor/instructor. 

Use the form to write a clear 
definition that you understand for 
the words you do not know.
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Vocabulary Check 

Print off and keep this log for use in the next chapters.

Copy unknown words
from the chapter in 
this column.

Write the definition of the words in this column.
Make sure you understand the definition and can put it in your 
own words. 
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Chapter Two Reading: Security Officer Situation 2

 
John says, “Danny, one of the most important skills for Security Officers to have is writing. 
Security Officers have to be able to record information clearly and accurately and learn how to 
write different types of documents. Here are some examples:

►   write journals about activities that happened on the job
►   write logs detailing events which occurred during a shift
►   write emergency response and other important forms
►   write messages to other people working on the job site 
►   write reports that document what you notice on your rounds of the building
►   write memos to supervisors on personnel matters, such as time off and sick leave”

John says, “Security Officers keep written accounts of what happened during their shift. 
These written accounts have a couple of different formats. One of them is the journal and another 
is the log. Journals are a daily written record of experiences and observations. You may have 
heard of people keeping diaries. Diaries are forms of journals. People record what happened in 
them. The difference is that the diary is personal. The Security Officer’s journal does not record 
personal things. The journal records what happened on each day of work. Journal entries are 
usually longer and have more detail. Log entries are usually shorter and just record the facts.

        Chapter 2
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Completing forms is another important skill for Security Officers. You have to fill out forms on 
any job. As a Security Officer, you have to be able to complete many different kinds of forms. 
The key to completing forms correctly is to understand what they are asking. You have to read 
them carefully and make sure that your response to each question is accurate. 

Writing messages, reports and memos are some of the other kinds of writing that Security 
Officers have to be able to do. Security Officers have to communicate with a lot of people. 
Most of the time, Security Officers have to leave written messages for other Security Officers 
or for their supervisors or for other people on the job. Messages are short notes that you write to 
leave information for someone. Reports are longer than messages and are more formal. Reports 
usually look like forms but ask you to write more detail about a situation or observation on the 
job. Memos are official messages to other work colleagues about matters that relate to the job. 

You have to be able to write all of these kinds of documents as a Security Officer. Danny, are you 
ready to practise these writing skills?” asks John.

“Let’s go!” replies Danny.

        Chapter 2
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Comprehension Review: Do you understand what you have read?
(Answers are found at the end of this chapter.)

1)    What are the six kinds of writing that John talks about?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

2)    Is a journal the same as a diary? Why or why not?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

3)    Which is more formal, a message or a report?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

 

        Chapter 2
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Activity 2-1  Keep Journals/Logs

2-1
Instructions
Security Officers keep written accounts of what happened during their shift. There are two kinds 
of written forms. One of them is the journal and another is the log. Journals are a daily written 
record of experiences and observations. You may have heard of people keeping diaries. Diaries 
are a form of a journal. People record what happened in them. The difference is that the diary is 
personal. The Security Officer’s journal is not for recording personal things. The journal records 
what happened on each day of work. Journal entries are usually longer and have more detail. Log 
entries are usually shorter and just record the facts. 

On the next page is an example of why it is important for Security Officers to keep clear and true 
journals and logs. Following this example are activities that you can use to practise the skill of 
writing in a journal and a log. 
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2-1
 
Journals
Keep a journal entry for seven days (one week). Write in the date for each day. Then write in 
the exact time that you make your journal entry. Record what you are doing three times for each 
day. It can be different times of day or night. It can be different activities that you are doing. The 
important thing is to be accurate, which means that what you are writing is true and factual. 

Let’s Talk About It
Discuss your journal entries with your instructor/tutor and ask these questions.

►   Were your journal entries clear? 
►   Were they accurate? 
►   Were they easy for your instructor/tutor to understand?
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Date Time Journal

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday
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Date Time Journal

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

        Chapter 2
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Activity 2-2  Keep a Log

Instructions

Logs
In this activity, you will practise keeping a log. In the previous activity, you recorded what 
was happening at particular times on each day of the week. In this log, you will record your 
observations about the details. You will be asked to go to a store and then record information by 
answering the questions about distance from your home, type of store, number of people who 
were there, etc. You will be asked to make observations in your log about a couple of different 
places and a few different things you might notice there. 

Let’s Talk About It
Discuss your log entries with your instructor/tutor and ask these questions.

►   Were your log entries clear? 
►   Were they accurate? 
►   Were they easy for your instructor/tutor to understand?
 

        Chapter 2
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2-2
Go to the store. Record your observations in this log. Fill in the date.2-2

Go to the store. Record your observations in this log. Fill in the date. 

Place: Store Log                                  Date: 
What kind of a
store?

How far from  
your house? 

About how many  
people were
there? How many  
men, women or 
children were
there? 
About how large
was the store? 

What kinds of
things were being
sold? 

How long did you
stay there? 

What did you buy?  

What were other
people buying? 

What methods of  
payment were  
allowed (cash,
credit cards, debit  
cards, other)? 

Place: Store  Log   Date:
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2-2 
Read the Incident Log below. Create a scenario of events with your instructor/tutor and use them 
to fill in the blank Incident Log on the next page.    

         

2-2 Read the Incident Log below. Create a scenario of events with your 
instructor/tutor and use them to fill in the blank Incident Log on the next page.  

Incident No. Location Category Date Time Summary 
200502537  Theft, Under 

$5000, Other 
Than
University 
Property 

11-Apr-05 12:38 am Complainant reported the theft of 
a sign from outside the college 
pub. The sign had been forcibly 
removed, and significant damage 
was caused to the wall it had 
been affixed to. 

200502542  Theft, Under 
$5000, Other 
Than
University 
Property 

11-Apr-05 10:10 am Complainant reported the theft of 
a bicycle left secured and 
unattended outside the building. 

200502546  Theft, Under 
$5000, Other 
Than
University 
Property 

11-Apr-05  4:51 pm Cafeteria staff reported the theft 
of cutlery. Security attended, 
however, the suspect had left the 
area. 

200502548  Hate Incident 11-Apr-05  4:20 pm Complainant reported racial 
slogans were discovered on the 
wall of a main floor washroom. 

200502555  Uttering 
Threats 

12-Apr-05  2:20 am Security and Toronto Police 
responded to report of a 
disturbance, which included 
threatening behaviour toward a 
community member. 

200502563  Telephone 
Harassment 

12-Apr-05 11:49 am Complainant reported harassing 
telephone calls from an unknown 
caller. 

200502564  Theft, Under 
$5000, Other 
Than
University 
Property 

12-Apr-05 12:57 pm Complainant reported the theft of 
a handbag left unattended at a 3rd 
floor study carrel. 

200502565  Theft, Under 
$5000, Other 
Than
University 
Property 

12-Apr-05  1:53 pm Complainant reported the theft of 
a wallet from an unsecured and 
unattended vehicle. 

200502566  Motor Vehicle 
Collision

12-Apr-05  3:20 pm A delivery van operator struck 
and damaged a university 
signpost. 
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Incident Log

Incident No. Location Category Date Time Summary 
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Activity 2-3 Complete Forms

2-3
Instructions

You have to fill out forms on any job. As a Security Officer, you have to be able to complete 
many different kinds of forms. The key to completing forms correctly is to read them carefully 
and to make sure that your response to each question is accurate.

More important information about forms 
Go to the website below. Learn more about forms. 
http://www.nald.ca/Clr/wkplace/page18.htm

Instructions for activity
On the following page is a form. It is an application form for the job of Security Officer. 
Complete this form. If you have questions or need help, ask your instructor/tutor to assist you.
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Security Officer Job Application Form
To obtain a license to work as a Security Guard, you must be a Canadian Citizen or hold a 
Canadian work permit and have no criminal record.

Name ________________________________________________________________

Street address __________________________________________________________ 

City  _________________________________________________________________

Province____________________________ Postal code________________________

Phone ________________________________________________________________

Alternate phone ________________________________________________________

Email  _______________________________________________________________

Age (optional - you must be 18 yrs or older) _________________________________

  
Are you bondable?: yes__ no__ 

(Bondable means you have NO criminal record)

Do you have a reliable vehicle? yes__ no __   

2-3

        Chapter 2
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Are you physically able to perform lengthy patrols? yes __ no __

Education
Last completed grade  ____________________________________________________

List any additional courses 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

List any skills related to the position
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Previous work experience

Company _____________________________________________________________
Date started ___________________________________________________________
Date finished __________________________________________________________
Reason for leaving ______________________________________________________
Position _______________________________________________________________
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Company ______________________________________________________________

Date started ____________________________________________________________
Date finished ___________________________________________________________
Reason for leaving ______________________________________________________
Position _______________________________________________________________

Company ______________________________________________________________
Date started ____________________________________________________________
Date finished ___________________________________________________________
Reason for leaving ______________________________________________________
Position _______________________________________________________________

References
Employer references 

Name________________________________________ Phone____________________
Name________________________________________ Phone____________________
Name________________________________________ Phone____________________
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Personal references (name, phone number, relationship)

1) ____________________________________________________________________

2) ____________________________________________________________________

3) ____________________________________________________________________

May we contact your current employer? 
__ yes __ no

Your comments:

Tell us why you would like this job:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Activity 2-4  Write Messages, Reports, Memos

Instructions

Writing Messages: Role Play

 
Use the three message pads on the following pages. Role play with your instructor/tutor the 
situations below. Write messages based on what your instructor/tutor says. Discuss whether your 

messages were clear and accurate. 

1)   Someone is calling to leave a message for the Security Officer 
      coming on shift after you. 

2)   A co-worker called in sick for the next shift. 

3)   A supplier called to let the supervisor know that the new  
      surveillance camera had arrived. 
 

Activity 2- 4 Write Messages, Reports, Memos

2- 4 

Instructions

Writing Messages: Role Play 

Use the three message pads on the following pages. Role play with your 
instructor/tutor the situations below. Write messages based on what your 
instructor/tutor says. Discuss whether your messages were clear and accurate.

1) Someone is calling to leave a message for the Security Guard coming on 
shift after you.  

2) A co-worker called in sick for the next shift.  

3) A supplier called to let the supervisor know that the new surveillance 
camera had arrived.
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2-4

Writing Messages: Role Play
1)    Someone is calling to leave a message for the Security Officer coming on shift after you. 

2-4

Writing Messages: Role Play 

1) Someone is calling to leave a message for the Security Guard coming on shift 
after you.
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Writing Messages: Role Play

2)    A co-worker called in sick for the next shift. 

2-4

Writing Messages: Role Play 

1) Someone is calling to leave a message for the Security Guard coming on shift 
after you.
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Writing Messages: Role Play

3)    A supplier called to let the supervisor know that the new surveillance camera had arrived.

2-4

Writing Messages: Role Play 

1) Someone is calling to leave a message for the Security Guard coming on shift 
after you.
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2-4
Instructions

Reports 
Reports are forms that ask you to record various kinds of information. In this section you will 
practise filling in a report form. An example is provided and then you have to use the information 
in the example to complete the report.

Fire drill report 
Look at the report form on the next page. Create a realistic situation (a scenario) with your 
instructor/tutor about a fire drill, and write it down on the lines below. Then transfer the 
information from the scenario onto the report. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________
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2-4

        Chapter 2

Fire Drill Report 

For 
________________________________________________(address) 

A fire drill was completed at the above referenced property on _____________(date) 
in accordance with 2.8.3. of the Ontario Fire Code and as outlined in the building’s fire 
safety plan. 

Staff present:____________________
 
Fire drill comments: 
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Deficiencies found: 
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Signature___________________ Position/title _________________________________
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2-4 A

Incident report 
Look at the report form on the next page. Create a realistic situation (a scenario) with your 
instructor/tutor about an incident, and write it down on the lines below. Then transfer the 
information from the scenario onto the report. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________
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2-4 B

Instructions

Memos
Memos are official messages to other work colleagues about matters that relate to the job. 
Memos follow a specific format. The format of a memo is demonstrated below. On the following 
pages, you have to write two memos using the information provided. 

Memo

To:  Write the name of the person you are sending the memo to.
From: Write your own name.
CC:  Write the names of any other people you want to send the memo to.
Date:  Write the date.
Re:  Write a brief description of what the memo is about. For example, “Meeting to be held on  
 Monday, July 3, 2007.”

Write your memo here. Use full sentences. Write clearly. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________
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2-4-B

Write a memo to…

Write a memo to your fellow Security Officers inviting them to a goodbye party for one of the 
veteran Security Officers who is retiring. 

Memo
To: 
From: 
CC: 
Date: 
Re: 
______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Write a memo to…

Write a memo to your supervisor asking for time off for one day to take your son to the hospital. 
Explain why you need the time off. 

Memo
To: 
From: 
CC:
Date: 
Re: 
______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Discussion (Understand Information)

 

One of the most important Essential Skills for Security Officers is Oral Communication. You 
will practise oral communication by first reading an article about Security Officers. Then you 
will discuss what you have read by using some questions that follow the reading. 
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Reading

Watergate

“During the early hours of June 17, 1972, Frank Wills was the Security Guard on duty at 
the Watergate office building. This journal shows that at 1:47 am he called the police, who 
arrested five burglars inside the Democratic National Committee Headquarters.” 

This action by the Security Guard led to a large government investigation. This 
investigation led to the President of the United States at the time, Richard Nixon, being 
forced out of office. This example shows how important it is for Security Officers to keep 
accurate journals and logs. Your work (like that of Security Guard Frank Wills that day in 
1972) may be used in court as evidence, so it has to be clear and accurate.

Reading 

Watergate

“During the early hours of June 17, 1972, Frank Wills was the Security Guard 
on duty at the Watergate office building. This journal shows that at 1:47 am he 
called the police, who arrested five burglars inside the Democratic National 
Committee Headquarters.”

This action by the Security Guard led to a large government investigation. 
This investigation led to the President of the United States at the time, Richard 
Nixon, being forced out of office. This example shows how important it is for 
Security Officers to keep accurate journals and logs. Your work (like that of 
Security Guard Frank Wills that day in 1972) may be used in court as 
evidence, so it has to be clear and accurate. 
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Understanding what you are reading and what you are learning
Here are some questions to discuss with your instructor/tutor. 

►   What did you think about the story? Did you know about this incident? How did you react to  
        it?

►   Why do you think writing skills are important for a Security Officer?

►   Why do you think Security Officers have to be able to write journals and logs?

►   Why do you think Security Officers have to be able to complete forms?

►   Why do you think it is important for Security Officers to be able to write messages, reports  
       and memos?

        Chapter 2
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Self-Evaluation Checklist

The Self-Evaluation Checklist will help you to 
identify the transferable skills you have learned in this 
chapter. 

Transferable Skills Learned in 
this Chapter

•   write journals
•   write logs
•   complete forms
•   write messages
•   write reports
•   write memos

 

        Chapter 2
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-
Self-Evaluation Checklist

Transferable Skills  
(skills learned in 
this 
chapter)

I can demonstrate that I know this skill 
(describe how by giving some examples of 
how I demonstrate this skill) 

I need more  
practice with this 
skill
(tutor/instructor  
should advise 
how) 

write 
journals

write logs

complete forms

write messages 

write reports

write memos

Self-Evaluation Checklist

Transferable 
Skills
(skills learned 
in this chapter)

I can demonstrate that I know this skill
(describe how by giving some examples from
the work you did in this chapter)

I need more 
practice with this 
skill
(instructor/tutor
should advise how)
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Transferable Skills Checklist

Transferable
Skills  

Write down situations from your life where you would use these transferable 
skills. Try to come up with two examples for each. If you need to, ask your 
instructor/tutor to help you find examples.  

write 
journals
at home 

write logs to
record miles 
travelled

complete 
forms 
to apply for
jobs

.

write messages 
when friends
call

write reports
about your
children to  
their teachers

write memos
to your
neighbours

Transferable Skills Checklist

Write down situations from your life where you use these 
transferable skills. Try to come up with two or more for each. If you 
need to, ask your instructor/tutor to help you find examples.

Transferable 
Skills
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Instructor’s Notes and Answer Key to Chapter Two

Instructor’s Notes
Instructors/tutors: Most of the activities in this chapter are self-explanatory.
It is a good idea to review all the materials before presenting them to 
learners. In most activities, answers to questions are open-ended, meaning 
that they do not have a “yes/no” or “right/wrong” response. They are meant 
to elicit interpretations by the learner of what has been learned. Thus, 
instructors must use their own judgement in how they respond to the answers 
provided by the learner. 

Criteria to use: 

►   Are the answers actually addressing the questions? 
►   Are the answers thorough enough?
►   Has the learner left out any important concepts or ideas? 
►   Has the learner used too much or too little detail? 
►   Instructors/tutors should create their own criteria based on the material presented and their          
       understanding of what is expected of the learner. 
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Answer Key to Chapter Two

Comprehension Review Answers

1)    What are the six kinds of writing that John talks about?

       journals, logs, forms, messages, reports, memos

2)    Is a journal the same as a diary? Why or why not?

       No. Diaries record personal information. Journals are more formal. 

3)    Which is more formal, a message or a report?

       a report
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Activity 2-1 Journals. Answers will vary but learner’s entries should be clear, 
accurate and understandable. 

Date Time Journal 
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Activity 2-1  Journals
 
Answers will vary but learner’s entries should be clear, accurate and understandable.
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Date Time Journal 
Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday
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Activity 2-2  Store Log 
Entries from learners will vary but they should be clear, accurate and understandable.Activity 2-2 Store Log – Entries from learners will vary but they should be clear, 
accurate and understandable. 

Place: Store Log                                  Date: 
What kind of a
store?

How far from  
your house? 

About how many  
people were
there? How many  
men, women or 
children were
there? 
About how large
was the store? 

What kinds of
things were being
sold? 

How long did you
stay there? 

What did you buy?  

What were other
people buying? 

What methods of  
payment were  
allowed (cash,
credit cards, debit  
cards, other)? 

Place: Store  Log   Date:
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Incident Log Entries 
Entries will vary based on the list of events created by you and the learner.

Incident Log

Incident No. Location Category Date Time Summary
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Activity 2-3  Security Officer Job Application Form
The learner should complete all the required information on the application correctly. Was the 
learner’s statement about why he/she would like the job relevant?

Activity 2-4  Writing Messages: Role Play

1)   Did the learner write down all the required information for the message?
2)   Did the learner take all the information about the sick call and create a complete message?
3)   Did the learner log all of the information from the supplier about the new camera?

Activity 2-4  Fire Drill Report
Did the learner create a realistic situation? Was the information recorded about the situation 
properly transferred to the report? 

Activity 2-4 A  Incident Report
Same as above.

Activity 2-4 B  Memos
Did the learner enter all the required information in the correct areas of the memo sheets for both 
memos? Did he/she use complete sentences?

        Chapter 2
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Learning Outcomes

In this curriculum, you will identify and practise some of the Essential Skills needed to 
function effectively as a Security Officer. These Essential Skills specifically include planning 
and organizing (time management); writing; numeracy; document use (reading); and oral 
communication. Other Essential Skills, such as problem solving, decision making, memory, and 
finding information, are also woven throughout the curriculum. 
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Introduction

Warm-Up: Prepare for Learning
 

You will start out with a Warm-Up exercise. 

Read
You will read a brief story called “Security Officer Situation 3”.

 

Learn and Practise
You will do activities for each of the two skill areas.

Activity 3-1: Add, Subtract, Multiply and Divide
Activity 3-2: Work with Calculators

Danny
Mentor

John
Training Mentor
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Discuss and Understand
 
You will get a chance to practise some speaking 
and listening skills in the section called Discussion 
(Understand Information). 

Self-Evaluate

 

You will review what you have learned using a 
Self-Evaluation Checklist.
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Warm Up: Prepare for Learning
 

 Read and Understand

►   Read through all the instructions and activities in this chapter. 

Vocabulary Check 
►   Underline or highlight any words you do not  
       know in this chapter. 

►   Use the form to make a list of these words. 

►   Work on vocabulary (using a dictionary to find  
       definitions). Check your definitions with your  
       tutor/instructor.

►   Use the form to write a clear definition that you  
       understand for the words you do not know. 

 

Warm-Up: Prepare for Learning 

Read and understand

Read through all the instructions 
and activities in this chapter.

 Vocabulary check 

Underline or highlight any words 
you do not know in this chapter.

Use the form to make a list of 
these words.

Work on vocabulary (using a 
dictionary to find definitions). 
Check your definitions with your 
tutor/instructor. 

Use the form to write a clear 
definition that you understand for 
the words you do not know.
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Copy unknown words
from the chapter in 
this column.

Write the definition of the words in this column.
Make sure you understand the definition and can put it in your 
own words. 

Vocabulary Check 
Print off and keep this log for use in the next chapters.
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Chapter Three Reading: Security Officer Situation 3

 

John says, “Security Officers have to be able to do a lot of detailed work. You have to be 
accurate and exact with our work. You have to become aware of the level and quality of 
performance that is expected of a Security Officer. Security work requires that you be observant 
and alert all the time. Even when you are watching monitors, you have to be aware of what is 
happening. You also need to use skills like basic math.”

 “I have to learn math to be a Security Officer?” asks Danny. 

John says, “You should already know basic math before you begin to train as a Security Officer. 
You should know basic math operations like adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing. You 
should also know how to use a calculator as well as the 24-hour clock. You will use calculators 
to learn about how the 24-hour clock is used.

You will learn about the 24-hour clock in this chapter. You will also read a story about Security 
Officers who were not paying attention on the job and what happened to them.“

Danny says, “There’s a lot to learn before I become a Security Officer, isn’t there?” 

“Yes, there is,” replies John. “But you’re doing well so far, so let’s keep going.”

“Great!” says Danny. 
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Comprehension Review: Do you understand what you have read?
(Answers are found at the end of this chapter.)

1)    What kind of basic math do you need to know to be a    
       Security Officer?

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

2)    What was the name of the clock that John mentioned?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

3)    What is the story going to be about?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________
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Activity 3-1  Add, Subtract, Multiply and Divide

3-1 
Instructions

Use addition, subtraction, multiplication and division to answer the questions on the next page. 

(The answers are at the end of this chapter.) 

Review the multiplication table below before you begin. 

http://www.icdc.com/~vanilla/multiplicationreview.htm

Activity 3-1 Add, Subtract, Multiply and Divide

3-1
Instructions

Use addition, subtraction, multiplication and division to answer the questions on 
the next page.

(The answers are at the end of this chapter.)

Review the multiplication table below before you begin.
http://www.icdc.com/~vanilla/multiplicationreview.htm

Times Table 12x12
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3-1 
Add, subtract, multiply and divide the following problems that are based on daily work 
situations.

1)    You walk a perimeter of 3.5 kilometres when doing your rounds. You walk the perimeter 3  
       times during your shift. How many kilometres have you walked?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

2)    On average, you get 30 calls on your walkie-talkie per shift. You have worked four 8-hour  
       shifts and one 12-hour shift. How many calls did you get during those 5 days?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

3)    You want to buy a cell phone to be available for extra shifts. It costs $240 (including 120  
       hours of phone time). You make $12 an hour (with no deductions). How many hours do you   
       have to work to be able to afford the cell phone?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Add, subtract, multiply and divide the following problems that are based on security work 
situations.

4)    Security Officers use adding and subtracting to handle a petty cash account or pay couriers  
       for deliveries. You pay for three deliveries. One is $15.50. The next is $27.60. The final one  
       is $45.90. Petty cash always has $100 cash in it. How much money will be left in petty cash  
       after you pay for these deliveries? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

5)    Security Officers use multiplying and dividing to prepare weekly time schedules and   
       calculate overtime expenditures. You work a 35-hour week. In four weeks you worked 180  
       hours. How many hours of overtime did you work?

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

6)    Security Officers use adding and subtracting to take measurements of distances between  
       vehicles at an accident scene. The driveway in front of the condo you work at is 4.8 meters  
       long. Two trucks want to park there to unload materials. One truck is 2.1 meters long. The  
       other truck is 2.3 meters long. Pedestrians need at least 20 centimetres of clearance 
       between a vehicle and the sidewalk. Is there enough room to park these two trucks and  
       leave enough clearance for pedestrians? Explain.

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Activity 3-2  Work with Calculators

3-2 
Instructions
In this activity you will use a calculator to learn 
the 24-hour clock. 

 

24-Hour Clock
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The 24-hour clock is used so people don’t mix up am and pm times. Everything between 
midnight and noon is am. Everything between noon and midnight is pm. In the clock below the 
regular times are outside the circle and the 24-hour times are on the inside. Below is a 24-hour 
clock and on the following page is a list of regular times with their 24-hour clock counterparts. 
You should try to memorize the 24-hour clock. 

        Chapter 3
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Standard Clock 24-Hour Clock 

12:00 (midnight) 00 hours (midnight)  

1:00 am 1:00 hours 

2:00 am 2:00 hours 

3:00 am 3:00 hours 

4:00 am 4:00 hours 

5:00 am 5:00 hours 

6:00 am 6:00 hours 

7:00 am 7:00 hours 

8:00 am 8:00 hours 

9:00 am 9:00 hours 

10:00 am 10:00 hours 

11:00 am 11:00 hours 

        Chapter 3
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12:00 pm (noon) 12:00 hours (noon) 

1:00 pm 13:00 hours 

2:00 pm 14:00 hours 

3:00 pm 15:00 hours 

4:00 pm 16:00 hours 

5:00 pm 17:00 hours 

6:00 pm 18:00 hours 

7:00 pm 19:00 hours 

8:00 pm 20:00 hours 

9:00 pm 21:00 hours 

10:00 pm 22:00 hours 

11:00 pm 23:00 hours 
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Here are some math problems using the 24-hour clock. Use a 
calculator to figure out these problems. If these are too easy, try:

http://www.primaryresources.co.uk/maths/pdfs/16calcfun.pdf

1)   You began your shift at 13:00 hours. You worked 8 hours. When did      
      your shift end?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

2)   Bill began his shift at 14:00 hours. He worked until 23:00 hours. Joe began his shift at 11:00  
      hours and worked until 21:00 hours. Who worked more hours?

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

3)    Jim began his shift at 10:00 hours. He took a break at 14:00 hours. Someone tried to break  
       in one hour after Jim took his break. What time did the person try to break in? How many  
       hours after Jim began his shift did the attempted break-in happen?

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Discussion (Understand Information)

 

Read the story on the next page and then answer the questions.
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Reading

In 2005, a security officer at the Three Mile 
Island nuclear power plant was absorbed in 
playing a hand-held video game. He was 
so involved in the game that he did not see 
an inspector approach during a surprise 
inspection. 

There have been five other reports of 
security officers who are not paying 
attention on the job. The issue is not the 
officer’s use of the video game, a nuclear 
power plant official said in a statement. 
The real issue is that the officer was so 
involved in the game that it distracted him 
from noticing the repeated approach of 
our inspector. And that shows why these video games should not be allowed. The department’s 
nuclear safety staff conducted a surprise check between 4 am and 8 am Friday at the plant. The 
officer did not respond properly to a radio check while the inspector was present. 

The officer’s only responsibility is to respond to radio checks and to be ready to take action 
if necessary, the agency said. The state governor started the off-hour surprise inspections in 
February at each of the state’s five nuclear power plants. The public had concerns over reports of 
employee inattentiveness at Three Mile Island. A shift manager was sent to another job because 
he was sleeping on the job. This is disturbing because Three Mile Island was the site of a huge 
nuclear accident in 1979. 

http://liveammo.blogspot.com/2006/05/nuclear-security-guard-gets-high-score.html
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Understanding what you are reading and what you are learning
Here are some questions to discuss with your instructor/tutor. 

►   What is your reaction to the story?

►   Do you think Security Officers should be allowed to play video games or sleep on the job?  
       Why or why not?

►   Why do you think it is important for Security Officers to have math skills?

►   Why do you think multiplying and dividing skills are useful for Security Officers?

►   Why do you think it is important for Security Officers to be able to use calculators?
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Self-Evaluation Checklist

 
The Self-Evaluation Checklist will help you identify the 
transferable skills you have learned in this chapter. 

Transferable Skills Learned in this 
Chapter

►   add, subtract, multiply and divide
►   use calculators
►   select correct math skills to use for a problem
►   solve math problems 
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Self-Evaluation Checklist

add, subtract, multiply 
and divide

use calculators

select correct math skill to 
use for a problem

solve problems using 
math

 Self-Evaluation Checklist

Transferable 
Skills
(skills learned
in this chapter)

I can demonstrate that I know this 
skill (describe how by giving some 
examples from the work you did in 
this chapter)

I need more 
practice with this 
skill
(instructor/tutor
should advise how)
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Transferable Skills Checklist

add, subtract, multiply 
and divide

use calculators

select correct math skill to 
use for a problem

solve problems using math

Write down situations from your life where you use these 
transferable skills. Try to come up with two or more for 
each. If you need to, ask your instructor/tutor to help you 
find examples.

Transferable 
Skills
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Instructor’s Notes and Answer Key to 
Chapter Three

Instructor’s Notes
Instructors/tutors: Most of the activities in this chapter are 
self-explanatory. It is a good idea to review all the materials before 
presenting them to learners. In most activities, answers to questions are 
open-ended, meaning that they do not have a “yes/no” or “right/wrong” 
response. They are meant to elicit interpretations by the learner of what 
has been learned. Thus, instructors must use their own judgement in how 
they respond to the answers provided by the learner. 

Criteria to use: 

►    Are the answers actually addressing the questions? 

►    Are the answers thorough enough?

►    Has the learner left out any important concepts or ideas? 

►    Has the learner used too much or too little detail? 

►    Instructors/tutors should create their own criteria based on the material presented and their  
        understanding of what is expected of the learner. 
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Answer Key to Chapter Three

Comprehension Review Answers
1)    What kind of basic math do you need to know to be a Security Officer?

       adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing

2)    What was the name of the clock that John mentioned?

       the 24-hour clock

3)    What is the story going to be about?

       a Security Officer who was not paying attention on the job

Math Problem Answers

Multiplying and Dividing questions

1)    10.5
2)    165 calls
3)    20 hours
4)    $11
5)    40
6)    Yes (4.60 meters)

Calculator questions

1)    2100 hours
2)    Bill = 9 hours; Joe = 10 hours. Therefore Joe worked more hours.
3)    15:00 hours; 5 hours

        Chapter 3
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Learning Outcomes

In this curriculum, you will identify and practise some of the Essential Skills needed to function 
effectively as a Security Officer. These Essential Skills specifically include planning and 
organizing (time management); writing; reading text, numeracy; document use (reading); and 
oral communication. Other Essential Skills, such as problem solving, decision making, memory, 
and finding information, are also woven throughout the curriculum. 
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Introduction

Warm-Up: Prepare for Learning
 
You will start out with a Warm-Up exercise. 

Read
You will read a brief story called “Security Officer Situation 4”.

 

Learn and Practise

You will do activities for each of the two skill areas.

Activity 4-1: Read Health and Safety Guidelines
Activity 4-2: Read, Follow Instructions

 

Danny
Mentor

John
Training Mentor
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Discuss and Understand
 
You will get a chance to practise some speaking and listening skills in the section called 
Discussion (Understand Information). 

Self-Evaluate
 
You will review what you have learned using a Self-Evaluation Checklist.
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Warm-Up: Prepare for Learning
 
 Read and understand
►   Read through all the instructions and activities in this chapter. 

 Vocabulary Check 
►   Underline or highlight any words you do not   
       know in this chapter. 

►   Use the form to make a list of these words. 

►   Work on vocabulary (using a dictionary to find          
       definitions). Check your definitions with your   
       tutor/instructor.

►   Use the form to write a clear definition that you  
       understand for the words you do not know. 

Warm-Up: Prepare for Learning 

Read and understand

Read through all the instructions 
and activities in this chapter.

 Vocabulary check 

Underline or highlight any words 
you do not know in this chapter.

Use the form to make a list of 
these words.

Work on vocabulary (using a 
dictionary to find definitions). 
Check your definitions with your 
tutor/instructor. 

Use the form to write a clear 
definition that you understand for 
the words you do not know.
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Vocabulary Check 

Print off and keep this log for use in the next chapters.

Copy unknown words
from the chapter in 
this column.

Write the definition of the words in this column.
Make sure you understand the definition and can put it in your 
own words. 
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Chapter Four Reading: Security Officer Situation 4

 

John says, “It is very important for a Security Officer to understand about health and safety 
issues. Security Officers prevent accidents or dangerous situations from happening. We do this 
by patrolling our work site and examining equipment and materials to make sure they are in 
good condition. Part of our job is to anticipate possible outcomes or difficulties for different 
kinds of problems.” 

Danny says, “I think I might make a lot of mistakes because I don’t know very much about 
health and safety.”

“That is what you will be learning about in this chapter. You will learn about WHMIS, a health 
and safety standard. You will learn about hazardous materials and the signs used to identify 
them. You will also learn about how to follow instructions so you know what procedure to 
follow in case of an emergency situation,” replies John. 

“What are some of the other duties that a Security Officer has to be able to do?” asks Danny.

“Well, there are many other duties. The duties you are learning about here are ones that involve 
Essential Skills and basic literacy skills. Beyond that, you will have to take some further 
training to be able to do tasks like: 

►   respond to fire and security alarms
►   monitor electric gates, doors and security systems
►   handle lost and found items
►   identify, assist and give clearance to people entering the place you are guarding.”

        Chapter 4
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“What about firearms?” Danny asks.

John replies, “That’s not something we will learn about here. As I said, we are only learning 
about the Essential Skills, basic literacy and numeracy aspects of becoming a Security Officer. 
For now, let’s focus on health and safety, reading and following instructions.” 
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Comprehension Review: Do you understand what you have read?
(Answers are found at the end of this chapter.)

1)    How do Security Officers prevent accidents?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

2)    What is WHMIS?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

3)    What are the three areas that are the focus of this chapter?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________
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Activity 4-1 Read Health and Safety Guidelines

4-1 
Instructions
Read the information on the next few pages and then answer the questions about this section. 

Review the words used in this section. You may not know all of the words. Look up the words 
you do not know (if you have not already done this in the warm-up exercise). Review the 
words and definitions with your tutor/instructor.

 

        Chapter 4
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4-1

What is WHMIS?
WHMIS stands for Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System. It is a plan for providing 
information on the safe use of hazardous materials used in workplaces. 

Why was WHMIS created? 
Exposure to hazardous materials can contribute to many serious health effects. Some hazardous 
materials are workplace safety hazards and can cause fires or explosions. WHMIS was created to 
help stop injuries, illnesses, deaths, medical costs, and fires caused by hazardous materials and 
chemicals. 

        Chapter 4
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WHMIS Classes, Divisions and Subdivisions and Corresponding Hazard Symbols
WHMIS Classes, Divisions and Subdivisions and Corresponding Hazard 
Symbols
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Identify the symbols.

1) ____________ 

3) _____________ 

5) __________________ 

7) __________________ 

2) _________________ 

4) _______________ 

6) _______________ 

8) _______________

Identify the Symbols

1)________________ 2)________________

3)________________

5)________________

7)________________

4)________________

6)________________

8)________________
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Precaution Symbols 

Swallowing harmful materials

Wash your hands after working and 
before eating. Eat in a separate place. 
Don't eat, drink or smoke on the job. Use 
and read labels.

Getting harmful materials in your 
eyes 

Use safe work methods. Don't rub your 
eyes. Wear goggles or a face shield.  

goggles

face shield 

Breathing in harmful materials 

Work in well-ventilated (well-aired) 
areas. Wear the right breathing 
protection equipment.  

dust mask 

vapour respirator 

self-contained air respirator

Precaution Symbols
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Skin contact
Avoid contact with these hazardous materials. 
Avoid splashing. Wear protective clothing. Flush 
with cold water for 20 minutes if hazardous 
materials come in contact with the skin.

gloves

apron 

face shield 

full protection suit

boots
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Read and understand health and safety information. 

Identify these symbols.  

 9) _______________

10) _____________ 

11) ___________ 

12) _______________ 

13) _______________ 

14) ___________ 

15) ________________ 

16) ________________

        Chapter 4

Read and Understand Health and Safety Information

Identify these symbols

10)_____________

9)_____________

11)______________

12)______________

13)______________

15)_____________

16)_____________
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Activity 4-2 Read and Follow Instructions

4-2 
Instructions

Do the activities on the next pages. 

These activities will let you practise reading and following instructions. 
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4-2 

Can you follow instructions? Read the following memo and answer the questions on the 
next page.

 
 

MEMO
To: All Security Officers
From: Head of Security 
Re:  Security Officer Safety Training
Date: September 25 

There will be Security Officer Safety Training offered to all security staff. The training 
will be held in Room 212 at 2 pm. The trainer will provide training in handling job 
situations which may come up during your shifts.

You will learn the correct way to handle incidents that require you to follow proper 
safety procedures. You will learn how to respond to different situations. You will also 
learn how to protect yourself when dealing with difficult incidents.

There will be time following the training to ask questions or raise concerns you may 
have. You will be paid for the training time.

Please let your supervisor know if you are not able to attend. We will offer the training 
again at another time for those security staff unable to attend on September 25th.
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Answer the following questions about the memo you have just read. 

1)   What is the memo telling you about?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

2)   Where is the meeting being held, and what is the date and time?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

3)   What do you need to do so you can attend the meeting?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________
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Security Officer Training

How to Respond to a Security Call
These are the steps you need to follow when you respond to a security call.

1)   Contact your back-up to let them know you are responding to an incident.

2)   Give your location and the location of the incident.

3)   Make sure your walkie-talkie is in working order and turned on.

4)   When approaching the situation, keep a safe distance. Check the area around the situation.  
       Pay attention to other possible problems in the area.

5)   Respond by stating who you are, i.e., Security Officer.

6)   Communicate with your back-up as you proceed with each step.

7)   Follow all safety guidelines as you deal with the incident.

8)   Ensure your personal safety by calling in your back-up or calling 911, if necessary.

We will take a short break. When we come back we will partner with another trainer to practise a 
role play using the above scenario.

NOTE:   To the Instructor/Tutor 
     Ask the learner to partner with another learner, a tutor or an instructor to role play this  
     scenario.
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Discussion (Understand Information)

 

Read the story on the next page and answer the questions.
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Reading

Security Officer Dies Working Alone 
A Security Officer was working a 12-hour graveyard shift on a movie production site. 
The next morning, a co-worker found his body in an unventilated room with a propane 
heater running. No one had seen or talked to the Security Officer for over 10 hours. He 
last spoke with his supervisor and another worker leaving for the day, at the beginning 
of his shift. 

An investigation indicated that he died two to three hours before his body was found, 
from carbon monoxide poisoning.

A gas-fired heater should not be used without proper ventilation. 
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Understanding what you are reading and what you are learning
Here are some questions to discuss with your instructor/tutor. 

►   What is your reaction to this story?

►    Why do you think the Security Officer died on the job?

►   What can you do to prevent this kind of thing from happening to you?

►   Why is it so important for Security Officers to be able to read and understand health and  
       safety information?

►   Why is it important for Security Officers to be able to read and follow instructions?
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Self-Evaluation Checklist

 

The Self-Evaluation Checklist will help you identify the transferable skills you have learned 
in this chapter. 

Transferable Skills Learned in this Chapter

►   read and understand health and safety information
►   read and understand instructions
►   follow instructions
►   understand risk and levels of danger
►   understand how to prevent accidents
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Self-Evaluation Checklist
read and understand 
health and safety 
information

read and understand
instructions

follow instructions

understand risk and levels 
of danger

understand how to prevent 
accidents

Self-Evaluation Checklist

Transferable 
Skills (skills learned 
in this chapter)

I can demonstrate that I know this 
skill (describe how by giving some 
examples from the work you did in 
this chapter)

I need more 
practice with this 
skill (instructor/tutor
should advise how)
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read and understand health 
and safety information

read and understand
instructions

follow instructions

understand risk and levels 
of danger

understand how to prevent 
accidents

Transferable Skills Checklist

Write down situations from your life where you use these 
transferable skills. Try to come up with two or more for 
each. If you need to, ask your instructor/tutor to help you 
find examples.

Transferable 
Skills
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Instructor’s Notes and Answer Key to 
Chapter Four

Instructor’s Notes
Instructors/tutors: Most of the activities in this chapter are self-explanatory. It is a good idea 
to review all the materials before presenting them to learners. In most activities, answers to 
questions are open-ended, meaning that they do not have a “yes/no” or “right/wrong” response. 
They are meant to elicit interpretations by the learner of what has been learned. Thus, instructors 
must use their own judgement in how they respond to the answers provided by the learner. 

Criteria to use: 

►   Are the answers actually addressing the questions? 
►   Are the answers thorough enough?
►   Has the learner left out any important concepts or ideas? 
►   Has the learner used too much or too little detail? 
►   Instructors/tutors should create their own criteria based on the material presented and their  
       understanding of what is expected of the learner. 

        Chapter 4
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Answer Key to Chapter Four

Comprehension Review Answers
1)    How do Security Officers prevent accidents?

       by patrolling our work site and examining equipment and materials

2)    What is WHMIS?

        health and safety standards

3)    What are the three areas that are the focus of this chapter?

       health and safety, reading and following instructions

WHMIS Answers
1)     compressed gas
2)     poisonous and infectious material
3)     flammable and combustible material
4)     biohazardous infectious material
5)     oxidizing material
6)     corrosive material
7)     material causing immediate and serious effects
8)     dangerously reactive material
9)     face shield
10)   gloves
11)   full protection suit
12)   skin contact
13)   getting harmful material in your eyes
14)   boots
15)   vapour respirator
16)   dust mask

Answers for questions about memo
Q1. What is the memo telling you about?
A1. The memo informs you that there will be Security Officer Safety Training.

Q2. Where is the meeting being held, and what is the date and time?
A2. In Room 212 at 2 pm on September 25th.

Q3. What do you need to do so you can attend the meeting?
A3. Confirm attendance.
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Learning Outcomes

In this curriculum, you will identify and practise some of the Essential Skills needed to 
function effectively as a Security Officer. These Essential Skills specifically include planning 
and organizing (time management); writing; numeracy/document use (reading); and oral 
communication. Other Essential Skills, such as problem solving, decision making, memory, and 
finding information, are also woven throughout the curriculum.
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Introduction

Warm-Up: Prepare for Learning

You will start out with a Warm-Up exercise. 

Read
You will read a brief story called “Security Officer Situation 5”.

 

   
Learn and Practise
You will do an activity to show your skills in Oral Communication and Working with Others.

Activity 5-1:   Use Oral Communication (appropriate vocabulary, language and tone; listen and  
             understand) and Working with Others.

Danny
Mentor

John
Training Mentor
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Discuss and Understand

 

You will get a chance to practise some speaking and listening skills in the section called 
Discussion (Understand Information). 

Self-Evaluate

 

You will review what you have learned using a Self-Evaluation Checklist.
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Warm-Up: Prepare for Learning

Read and Understand
►   Read through all the instructions and activities in this chapter. 

 Vocabulary check 
►   Underline or highlight any words you do not   
       know in this chapter. 

►   Use the form on the next page to make a list of   
       these words. 

►   Work on vocabulary (using a dictionary to   
       find definitions). Check your definitions with          
       your tutor/instructor.

Warm-Up: Prepare for Learning 

Read and understand

Read through all the instructions 
and activities in this chapter.

 Vocabulary check 

Underline or highlight any words 
you do not know in this chapter.

Use the form to make a list of 
these words.

Work on vocabulary (using a 
dictionary to find definitions). 
Check your definitions with your 
tutor/instructor. 

Use the form to write a clear 
definition that you understand for 
the words you do not know.
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Copy unknown words
from the chapter in 
this column.

Write the definition of the words in this column.
Make sure you understand the definition and can put it in your 
own words. 

Vocabulary Check 
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Chapter Five Reading: Security Officer Situation 5

 

John says, “Danny, there are a number of specific job duties and responsibilities for a 
Security Officer. Here are some of the most important ones:

►    control access to the areas of the property

►    identify, give clearance to and assist all persons entering

►   direct visitors to specific areas

►   follow written instructions

►   maintain logs and incident reports 

►   monitor electric gates, doors and security systems

►   pay attention to your surroundings

►   perform security checks and site patrols as assigned

►   prioritize different job duties and tasks

►   respond to emergency situations

►   respond to fire and security alarms

►   take initiative and make quick decisions

As you can see, Security Officers need to be able to perform a wide variety of tasks!”
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Danny replied, “We have worked on many of these skills over the past few chapters. Are there 
any other skills I need to know before I am ready to try to do a demonstration of Security 
Officer skills?”

“I’m glad you asked, Danny”, said John.  “There is one more important area to practise. We 
will work on doing role plays where you can practise oral communication skills. You will 
practise responding to a number of situations (scenarios) that you would encounter on the 
job. When you are finished this chapter, you should be ready to demonstrate what you have 
learned. You will demonstrate that you have developed the basic skills needed to be successful 
when training to be a Security Officer. You will demonstrate all the skills you have learned by 
practising doing rounds as if you were on the job.”

“Great!” said Danny.  “I’m excited about doing my demonstration and then studying further to 
become a Security Officer.”

John smiled. “I think you will make a very good Security Officer, Danny.”
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Comprehension Review: Do you understand what you have read?
(Answers are found at the end of this chapter.)

John gives Danny a list of specific job duties and responsibilities 
for a Security Officer.

1)   Which skills on the list do you think you have mastered?

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

2)   Do you think Danny will make a good Security Officer? Why?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Activity 5-1  Use Appropriate Vocabulary, Language, Tone

5-1
Instructions
Using appropriate vocabulary, language and tone may be difficult skills to understand. You may 
ask what each of these mean.

Vocabulary
Vocabulary and language may seem similar, but they are different. For our purposes, 
vocabulary is defined as the words used by Security Officers. They may be words that are 
unique to the Security Officer profession. You have been creating a list of ‘Security Officer’ 
vocabulary throughout this course.

Some examples of vocabulary that Security Officers use are:

•   Control access
•   Security checks
•   Site patrols

While these words may be used in other situations or other jobs, they have a specific meaning 
for Security Officers. The vocabulary may even allow you to imagine you are on the job and 
can picture what the words mean while doing your job as a Security Officer. Vocabulary may 
be spoken, heard or written.

Language
It was mentioned earlier that vocabulary and language may seem similar, but they are not. 
Language is the whole way of communicating. The language of a Security Officer is specific to 
the job. You might call it ‘Security Officer’ language.

Vocabulary refers to specific words or phrases of the job. Language refers to the way one 
speaks or writes on the job. You have practised using language in role plays and when writing 
in your log. When you use language skills, you also include the vocabulary of the job.

Everyone uses language. How we use language (speak or write) depends on the situation. We 
may speak differently when we are at work or school than when we are with family and friends.
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This may still be confusing, but some examples may help:

•   Think about how you would write an email to a friend. Would this be the same language you  
     would use when writing a cover letter?

•   Think about how you would talk with your teammates at a baseball game. Is this the same  
    way you would talk with your teacher in the classroom when you need help?

•   Think about how John and Danny talked throughout this course. Did they swear? Did John  
     ever say, “I already told you that!”? Did Danny ever tell John that he already knows about  
     being a Security Officer?

Language is about how we speak and write. It may change with the situation. However, being 
polite is always the key. How you speak and write can make a lasting impression on others.

Language is about what we speak and write. It may change with the situation. However, do not 
use foul language. What you speak and write can make a lasting impression.

Tone
Tone is another part of speaking and writing skills. It is as important as vocabulary or language.

Using the correct vocabulary and language but not the right tone may cause problems. Tone 
means the voice you use to speak or write. When speaking, body language may also be a part of 
tone.

For example, suppose you asked a fellow Security Officer how she felt today. If she yelled 
“Fine”, would that be different than if she smiled and said, “Fine”?

While vocabulary and language are very important skills for a Security Officer, tone is extremely 
important. Let’s suppose you are doing a sweep of the perimeter of the grounds at night and 
you see an unauthorized person inside the gates. (First, you would turn your radio on and be in 
contact with the other Security Officers.) What tone would you use to speak to the unauthorized 
person? Would you yell at the person? Would you gently ask the person if they need help? If you 
spoke timidly, what may happen? If you yelled, what may happen? If you spoke firmly, what 
may happen?

The tone you use may make a situation worse or it may make it better. Which tone do you think 
would be best for a Security Officer to use in this situation?

        Chapter 5
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There are three types of tone that can be used when speaking or writing:

•   passive
•   aggressive
•   assertive

A passive tone shows you are unsure of yourself. As a Security Officer, this may put you at risk 
of injury. Do not confuse this tone with the other two. Using a passive tone is not appropriate for 
a Security Officer.

An aggressive tone may also put you at risk of injury. An aggressive tone may cause the other 
person (and you) to become challenging. When two people are using aggressive tones, guess 
what happens? Using an aggressive tone is not appropriate for a Security Officer.

An assertive tone works best in this and all situations. An assertive tone means you are firm but 
not challenging. You are confident and polite. You are, as always, aware of the risks but do not 
let these change your tone.

An assertive tone does not let you ‘get walked on’ (passive tone) nor does it make the situation 
more dangerous (aggressive tone). You put yourself in the safest place, as a Security Officer or 
any other situation, if your tone is assertive.

An assertive tone does not mean you are ‘wimping out’ or being ‘too aggressive’. It is the most 
appropriate tone to use. However, an assertive tone takes practice. 

Note: An assertive tone can move toward the passive or aggressive depending on the situation. 
This will come with practice, but it is always important to find your assertive voice first and 
adjust it over time.

 

        Chapter 5
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Use the discussion scenarios below to practise communication skills. You will play Danny, 
the trainee. Your instructor/tutor will play the other person. These situations are also a good 
opportunity to practise recording events in a log to show your listening and understanding skills.

5-1 
a)    You are finishing your shift. You will tell the Security Officer (Sara) coming in about the  
       events of your shift. Use your log from Chapter Two to prepare. Write notes about the main  
       events. Use appropriate vocabulary, language and tone to tell Sara about the events.

b)    The manager of the shopping mall where you work has called a plumber to fix a sink in  
       the men’s washroom. The plumber arrives and asks where the washroom is located. Use the  
       following outline to communicate with the plumber. Remember to use appropriate 
       vocabulary, language and tone.
 •   greet the plumber
 •   ask the plumber to ‘sign in’ and remind the plumber to ‘sign out’ when leaving
 •   give directions to the washroom
 •   thank the plumber for coming

c)    You work as a Security Officer at a conference centre. Three hundred guests are staying  
       there. Mike, the night desk staff at the centre, calls you on your walkie-talkie at 100 hours  
       (1:00 am). He tells you about a complaint from one of the guests. A group of the guests  
       are talking loudly, playing loud music and drinking alcohol. Before dealing with the   
       situation, you meet with Mike. Use the following outline to communicate with Mike. 
       Remember to use appropriate vocabulary, language and tone.

 •   greet Mike

 •   ask where the disturbance is

 •   get information about the centre’s rules (no noise after 2300 hours or 11:00 pm)

 •   how many guests are involved?; have you called them?; is the group violent?   
     (decide if back-up is required) 

 •   have there been other complaints? 

 •   thank Mike
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Self-Evaluation Checklist

 

The Self-Evaluation Checklist will help you identify the transferable skills you have learned in 
this chapter. 

Transferable Skills Learned in this Chapter

►   listen to what is being said
►   understand what is being said
►   follow instructions
►   speak using appropriate vocabulary, language and tone
►   work with others
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Self-Evaluation Checklist

listen to what is being said

understand what is being 
said

follow instructions

speak using appropriate:
- vocabulary
- language
- tone

work with others

Transferable 
Skills
(skills learned
in this chapter)

I can demonstrate that I know this 
skill (describe how by giving some 
examples from the work you did in 
this chapter)

I need more 
practice with this 
skill
(instructor/tutor
should advise how)

Self-Evaluation Checklist
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listen to what is being said

understand what is being 
said

follow instructions

speak using appropriate:
- vocabulary
- language
- tone

work with others

Transferable Skills Checklist

Write down situations from your life where you use these 
transferable skills. Try to come up with two or more for each. 
If you need to, ask your instructor/tutor to help you find 
examples.

Transferable 
Skills
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Instructor’s Notes and Answer Key to 
Chapter Five

Instructor’s Notes
Using appropriate vocabulary, language and tone are difficult concepts. It is suggested that you 
review this section to see what the learner was told about these concepts. In some cases, you may 
want to offer more instruction and activities to build on these concepts.

Instructors/tutors: The scenarios in this activity allow the learner to practise and demonstrate 
Oral Communication and Working with Others skills. It is a good idea to read the scenarios 
before presenting them to the learner. In most activities, questions are open-ended which 
means that they do not have a “yes/no” or “right/wrong” response. They are meant to elicit 
interpretations by the learner of what has been learned. Thus, instructors must use their own 
judgement in how they respond to the answers provided by the learner. 

Pay particular attention to the appropriate usage of vocabulary, language and tone. Check what 
the learner has written in the log about the information provided during the role play (listening 
and understanding). It is also important to provide feedback to the learner about how she/he 
worked with others.

Criteria to Use: 

►   Are the answers actually addressing the questions? 
►   Are the answers thorough enough?
►   Has the learner left out any important concepts or ideas? 
►   Has the learner used too much or too little detail? 
►   Instructors/tutors should create their own criteria based on the material presented and their  
       understanding of what is expected of the learner.
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Answer Key to Chapter Five

Comprehension Review Answers
1)    Which skills on the list do you think you have mastered?

Answers will vary.

2)    Do you think Danny will make a good Security Officer? Why?

Answers will vary. 

Activity 5-1
a)    Answers will vary. It is important the learner uses the log from Chapter Two to make notes  
       of the main events and shares these with Sara. Watch for appropriate use of vocabulary, 
       language and tone. Also, watch for listening and understanding skills (e.g., Sara requires  
       more information about the event). Ensure the learner is demonstrating the ability to work  
       with others.

b)    Answers will vary. Watch for use of appropriate vocabulary, language and tone. The  
        learner should follow (and expand on) the list. The learner should also demonstrate listening  
        and understanding skills (e.g., the plumber needs further information about the directions).  
        Note how the learner works with others. Ensure the learner logs the event.

c)    Answers will vary. This is a complex but real-life situation. The learner needs to make  
       some decisions based on risk and the information provided by Mike. The learner must  
       receive and understand information (e.g., the rules of the centre). The learner must work  
       with others (Mike and possibly back-up or the police). The learner should use appropriate  
       vocabulary, language and tone (e.g., if it is safe to talk with the people causing the   
       disturbance). Ensure the learner logs the events in detail (time, etc.).
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One Practice Demonstration

Practice Demonstration

Learner name:____________________________ Date completed:___________

Demonstration title: Security Officer Report  LBS Level: 2/3

Description of Demonstration Activity: 
In this demonstration, the learner is required to show through role play that he/she can 
record information provided by a colleague and use that information to complete a 
security report. 

Main Goal Path: 
Employment 

Theme:
Security 

Short-Term Goal: 
Using listening and writing skills successfully to complete a formal report at Level 2/3. 

Primary Outcome: 
Write clearly to express ideas (Completes more complex forms requiring non-personal  
information; Writes short reports in point form; Uses appropriate levels of language) 

Secondary Outcome(s): 
- Speak and listen effectively (Gets main ideas and key points of longer forms of 

oral communication when listening to instructions; Takes notes) 

- Self Management/Self Direction (SM/SD) ideas applied to job (Pays attention to 
detail; Able to approach a multi-step task in an organized manner) 

- Read with Understanding (Text is relevant; Uses various conventions of text, 
headings, to locate and interpret information) 

Materials required: 
- Scenario for role play 
- Notepad and pen 
- Report form 
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Learner name:____________________________ Date completed:___________

Demonstration title: Security Officer Report  LBS Level: 2/3
Learner name:____________________________ Date completed:___________

Demonstration title: Security Officer Report  LBS Level: 2/3 

Practitioner Instructions: 

1. Make sure the learner understands the information and instructions for this 
demonstration.  

2. Go over the evaluation section with the learner to ensure that the learner 
understands what skills, knowledge or behaviours are being assessed by this 
demonstration and how they will be recognized.

3. Discuss with the learner and decide what would be a reasonable length of time for 
the completion of this demonstration activity. Record this on the assessment form.  

4. When the learner has completed the demonstration, provide a way for the learner 
to self-reflect on the experience. Complete the assessment form with the learner, 
enter the date completed, and note whether it was successful or needs to be tried 
again. 

5. Make any adjustments to size of font or amount of text on a page that you feel is 
appropriate for this level and this learner.  

Practitioner Information: 

Describe Activity 

Below is a blank form called PATROL FORM SCENARIO. In it are six locations in a 
building (Condo Building 105). The learner, as a Security Officer, must patrol this 
building by visiting each of the six locations at certain times. The learner must record 
what is observed at each location at the time indicated. Create a fictional report using the 
form and make up times for each part of the patrol (the patrol should take 2 hours). You 
can make up small incidents or things to notice at each location. Write your fictitious 
incidents on the form. You will read these out to the learner who will use a matching 
form (PATROL REPORT) to record the times and incidents encountered during the 
patrol.
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Learner name:____________________________ Date completed:___________

Demonstration title: Security Officer Report  LBS Level: 2/3Learner name:____________________________ Date completed:___________

Demonstration title: Security Officer Report  LBS Level: 2/3 

Help Allowed: 

The learner may ask questions to clarify information. 
The learner may ask for the spelling of proper names. 

Adaptation:

Conduct the role play by telephone. Make up a different scenario with a different kind of 
report.
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Learner name:____________________________ Date completed:___________

Demonstration title: Security Officer Report  LBS Level: 2/3Learner name:____________________________ Date completed:___________ 

Demonstration title: Security Officer Report  LBS Level: 2/3 

Learner Information and Instructions: 

This demonstration will show how well you can carry out important tasks related to being 
a Security Officer. It’s a task that your employer would expect you to do well.  

Learner Instructions 

Your instructor/tutor will read some information to you. This information describes your 
rounds on a shift as a Security Officer. You will use the report form. Make notes on it 
about what your instructor/tutor is describing. Write the notes in the correct places on the 
form. 
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Learner name:____________________________ Date completed:___________

Demonstration title: Security Officer Report  LBS Level: 2/3

Patrol Form Scenario: [Read This To Learner.]
 “You must patrol the condo building based on the information sheet. That means you patrol each 
location in the order on the sheet and check each location based on the sheet. I will give you 
information that tells you what you see as you go to each location. You need to use the PATROL 
FORM to record the information that I read to you. The building is CONDO BUILDING 105. It 
is today’s date.”

[Fill in this form before the demonstration. Include the times and details for each area of 
the condo building.]

Learner name:____________________________ Date completed:___________

Demonstration title: Security Officer Report  LBS Level: 2/3 

PATROL FORM SCENARIO: [Read this to learner.] “You must patrol the condo building 
based on the information sheet. That means you patrol each location in the order on the sheet 
and check each location based on the sheet. I will give you information that tells you what you 
see as you go to each location. You need to use the PATROL FORM to record the 
information that I read to you. The building is CONDO BUILDING 105. It is today’s date.” 
[Fill in this form before the demonstration. Include the times and details for each area of the 
condo building.] 

Floors Two to Eight 

Electrical Room 

Pool

Pool Change Rooms 

Lobby 

Underground Parking 
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PATROL FORM 

PATROL FORM 

Date: 
Building:

AREAS OF PATROL TIME OF 
PATROL

Floors Two to Eight 

Electrical Room 

Pool

Pool Change Rooms 

Lobby

Underground Parking 

Security Officer Name (print): 
Signature of Security Officer and Badge No.: 

Patrol Form
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Learner name:____________________________ Date completed:___________

Demonstration title: Security Officer Report  LBS Level: 2/3

Assessment:
The level of performance required for this demonstration is LBS Level 2/3.

The agreed upon amount of time for the learner to complete this task is: 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

Learner’s Self-Reflection:

I found this demonstration challenging and enjoyable. yes no

There are some things I would change about this demonstration. yes no

Other comments:

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________
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LBS LEVEL 2/3: Security Officer Curriculum Practice Demonstration

Learner name:____________________________ Date completed:___________

Demonstration title: Security Officer Report  LBS Level: 2/3

This demonstration: 

►   was successfully completed

►   needs to be tried again

Learner name:____________________________ Date completed:___________
Demonstration title: Security Officer Report  LBS Level: 2/3 

Needs Work  Improving Satisfactory Outstanding 
Write clearly to express ideas 

Completes more 
complex forms 
requiring non-
personal information  

    

Writes short reports in 
point form 

    

Uses appropriate 
levels of language 

    

Speak and listen effectively 
Understands main 
ideas and key points 
of longer forms of oral 
communication when 
listening to 
instructions

    

Takes notes     
Read with understanding for various purposes 

Text is relevant      
Uses various 
conventions of text, 
headings, to locate 
and interpret 
information 

    

SM/SD ideas applied to job 
Pays attention to 
detail

    

Able to approach a 
multi-step task in an 
organized manner 

    

This demonstration:
was successfully completed 

needs to be tried again 


